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Strut-Based Cellular to Shellular Funicular Materials
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Owing to the fact that effective properties of low-density cellular solids 
heavily rely on their underlying architecture, a variety of explicit and implicit 
techniques exists for designing cellular geometries. However, most of these 
techniques fail to present a correlation among architecture, internal forces, 
and effective properties. This paper introduces an alternative design strategy 
based on the static equilibrium of forces, equilibrium of polyhedral frames, 
and reciprocity of form and force. This novel approach reveals a geometric 
relationship among the truss system architecture, topological dual, and equi-
librium of forces on the basis of 3D graphic statics. This technique is adapted 
to devise periodic strut-based cellular architectures under certain boundary 
conditions and they are manipulated to construct shell-based (shellular) 
cells with a variety of mechanical properties. By treating the materialized 
unit cells as representative volume elements (RVE), multiscale homogeniza-
tion is used to investigate their effective linear elastic properties. Validated 
by experimental tests on 3D printed funicular materials, it is shown that by 
manipulating the RVE topology using the proposed methodology, alternative 
strut materialization schemes, and rational addition of bracing struts, cellular 
mechanical metamaterials can be systematically architected to demonstrate 
properties ranging from bending- to stretching-dominated, realize metafluidic 
behavior, or create novel hybrid shellulars.
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packed together to fill a predefined space. 
Their growing range of utilization spans 
over numerous applications, such as light-
weight load-bearing structures, energy 
absorbers, tissue scaffolds, heat transfer, 
and batteries, to name a few.[1] Developing 
unit cells, tesselable in 2D- or 3D arrays, 
is a common approach for designing 
periodic cellular solids.[2] Based on geo-
metrical configurations of the unit cell, 3D 
cellular materials are typically classified as 
strut-, polyhedron-, and shell-based (shel-
lular) architectures,[3–5] even though a unit 
cell can be a hybrid of these classes.

Strut-based cellular materials comprise 
a network of slender members similar to 
the skeleton of a glass sponge in nature[6]. 
Topologically, their unit cells include 
a group of vertices vi and edges ei in 3D 
space, where each vertex is connected to 
three or more edges (Figure 1b). Although 
the elasto-plastic behavior of the base solid 
material, struts geometry, and their con-
figurations determine the structural per-
formance of these cellular materials, their 
mechanical performance in compression 
is often governed by the local buckling of 

their slender members particularly for cellular materials with 
low relative densities[7].

Polyhedron-based cellular materials consist of interconnected 
membranes constructing closed cells, similar to the microarchi-
tecture of the cork[8] or the iris leaf.[9] The topology of these mate-
rials consists of a group of cells cj, faces fj, edges ej, and vertices vj, 
in which each edge is connected to more than two faces, making 

The ORCID identification number(s) for the author(s) of this article 
can be found under https://doi.org/10.1002/adfm.202109725.

1. Introduction

1.1. Architecture of Cellular Materials

Cellular solids can be defined as an assembly of random or peri-
odic cells, comprising straight/curved struts, flat/curved plates, 
and/or solid bulks that cannot be considered as struts or plates, 
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a non-manifold edge (Figure 1f).[3] While the absence of intercon-
nected pores puts forward this class of closed-cell cellular mate-
rials for thermal insulation and fluid barrier applications,[3,4] it 
makes their additive manufacturing challenging for alternative 
resin- or powder-based 3D printing technologies.[10,11]

Shellular materials as the third class of low-density mate-
rials are made up of cells comprising faces fk, edges ek, and 
vertices vk. Compared to polyhedron cellular materials, each 
edge is adjacent to only two faces, making a two-manifold edge 

(Figure  1j).[12] By refining the discrete surface of these archi-
tectures, one can generate a continuous smooth-curved shell 
without self-intersection, the so-called shellular. Such geom-
etries have been observed in natural materials (e.g., biological 
membranes, block polymers, and crystals[3,13,14]) and divide the 
space into two sub-volumes. Although shellular materials can 
be based on any non-self-intersecting surface, they are rou-
tinely discussed together with triply periodic minimal surfaces 
(TPMS), a class of periodic intersection-free smooth surfaces 

Figure 1. Simulating the architecture of different cellular materials in nature using PGS technique; the force and form diagrams of a strut-based cellular 
(a,b), a polyhedron cellular (e,f), and a shellular (i,j) unit-cell designed by PGS. The 3D aggregation of the force diagrams (c,g,k) results in different 
kinds of triply periodic cellular materials (d,h,l).
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with zero mean curvature at each point (i.e., H = (k1 + k2)/2 = 0,  
in which k1 and k2 are the surface’s principal curvatures) and 
minimum surface area for a given local boundary on the sur-
face.[15] Their presence in nature together with their properties 
have inspired researchers to make thin shells based on TPMSs 
and study their effective multifunctional properties.[16–21] It has 
been shown that under a specific loading condition a TPMS 
shellular can display optimal stress distribution compared with 
its non-smooth counterpart.[22] The shellular surface can also 
be perforated to impart programmable multistability and create 
deployable mechanical metamaterials.[23]

The multifunctional properties of cellular materials are 
mainly governed by the architectural and topological features 
of their nano/micro/meso-structure and the force-flow within 
their elements rather than merely depending on the proper-
ties of their constituent materials.[1,24] In fact, designing the 
architecture of cellular solids makes it possible to extend the 
property space of known materials, which can be visually dem-
onstrated by 2D or 3D graphs, showing how their properties 
(e.g., density, Young’s modulus, and yield stress) correlate with 
each other.[25] As an example, by designing the architecture of 
nickel microlattices, researchers have extended the property 
space of nickel for low-range densities, elastic modulus, and 
strengths.[1,26] Hence, to systematically enhance the material 
property space, it is essential to use a design methodology that 
can provide precise control over the geometry, topology, and 
force-flow within the system. The evident similarities between 
some cellular architectures with large-scale efficient structural 
systems motivated the authors to investigate the application of 
macro-scale structural design approaches for conceiving novel 
micro-scale cellular materials.

1.2. Stretching versus Bending Dominated Cellular Solids

Mechanical behavior of cellular materials under uni-axial ten-
sion spans from bending- to stretching-dominated; within the 
former, members mostly undergo bending and transversal 
loading, and sustain little to no axial loads, while the oppo-
site holds true for the latter where most of the microstructure 
experiences axial tension/compression, resulting in a much 
higher stiffness/strength-to-weight ratios.[3,16,27] Under this 
description, a cellular solid such as the simple cubic truss can 
act as stretching-dominated along one direction, while being 
bending-dominated along the others; nevertheless, the accepted 
definition generally includes any arbitrary tensile/compressive 
loading along any direction, rendering the simple cubic truss 
as a bending dominated lattice. Higher stiffness and strength 
of stretching-dominated cellular solids might suggest that they 
are more weight efficient; however, the structural efficiency is 
not limited to the concept of the maximum load per weight 
and instead is based on the specific performance require-
ment,[28] which might include other functionalities such as 
mechanical unfeelability, acoustic, and auxetics properties that 
do not necessarily correspond to higher stiffness or strength. 
Consequently, stretching-dominated cellular materials are used 
as load-bearing structures, while bending-dominated cellular 
solids find potential applications in energy absorption and 
vibration insulation.[29]

It has been shown that at small relative densities ρ  (defined 
as the measured density ρ of a mono-material cellular solid 
divided by that of its constituent material ρs), mechanical prop-
erties such as effective moduli of stretching-dominated strut-
based cellular materials correlate linearly with ρ , whereas in 
the bending-dominated type, they decrease more rapidly as 
ρ  lessens. For instance, the elastic modulus of 3D open-cell 
bending-dominated foams generally correlates with ρ2.[9,27] As 
a result, the relationship between ρ  and effective Young’s mod-
ulus E  is often used as an indicator of the degree of stretching 
dominancy of a cellular material: the closer to linear correla-
tion, the more stretching-dominated.

1.3. Large-Scale Compression/Tension-Dominated  
Structural Systems

In large scale load-bearing structures, the concept of structural 
efficiency generally refers to the maximum allowable supported 
load over the structure’s mass.[28] Hence, compression/tension-
dominant structures are worthy examples of structurally effi-
cient systems at large scale. In such systems, the directions of 
the internal force-flow conform to the geometry of the structure 
members. These systems are called funicular structures. They are 
axially loaded structures designed for predefined boundary con-
ditions, comprising external forces with specific directions and 
magnitudes.[30] A similar phenomenon exists in the micro-scale 
internal structure of a spongy bone, a classical example where 
material follows the principal stress directions and forms a deli-
cate lattice network of tiny interlaced.[31] Finding these load paths 
or stress trajectories has been the basis of design methodologies 
for efficient structural forms, which are often being referred 
as structural form finding techniques. The Sagrada Familia is 
an excellent example of using such forms in design and engi-
neering. Antoni Gaudi (1852–1926) used a tedious physical form-
finding technique, based on Robert Hooke’s (1635–1703) hanging 
chain model, to find a funicular form for his structures.[32,33]

Advances in computer science and engineering have allowed 
the development of form-finding techniques such as physics 
simulation engines,[34] particle-spring systems,[35] force den-
sity methods,[36] and dynamic relaxation[37] to find an optimal 
geometry of the structure under the given loading conditions 
and substitute the physical form-finding techniques.[38] Over 
the past 20 years, extensive research has been carried out on 
the development of methodologies to automatically generate 
these load paths in a continuum field following the actual flow 
of stresses. These studies are either based on the finite ele-
ment analyses[39,40] or discrete (ground truss) and continuum 
topology optimization algorithms.[41,42]

1.4. Graphic Statics

One powerful method of structural design is called graphic 
statics (GS) that is based on pure geometry. Graphic statics 
originated in the predigital era and continued to be used and 
developed even today.[43–50] In this method, the geometry of 
the structure is represented by a diagram called form, and 
the magnitude and equilibrium of forces are represented by 
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a diagram called force. In this article, the form and force dia-
grams are, respectively, denoted by Γ and Γ† (Figure 2a). These 
diagrams are reciprocal, that is, geometrically dependent and 
topologically dual; in 2D space, each node (along with the edges 
converging toward it) in the form has a dual polygon in the 
force diagram, and each edge in the form is perpendicular (or 
parallel) to an edge in the force diagram. The equilibrium of 
forces in each node in the form of the structure is represented 
by a closed polygon, and the magnitude of the force in each 
member of the structure is measured by the length of the cor-
responding edge in the force diagram (Figure 2a). As a result, 
changing one diagram affects the geometry of the other. Thus, a 
designer can explicitly control the magnitude of the forces and 
the architecture of a structural system simply by modifying its 
force diagram. The structures designed by GS-based methods 
are among the prominent examples of innovative and efficient 
usage of material; many eminent engineers and designers 
such as Guastavino, Maillart, Eiffel, and Nervi constantly used 
graphic statics in design of their masterpieces.[51,52]

Since the nineteenth century, several methods have been 
developed to extend graphic statics to three dimensions 
including the Cremona method based on reciprocal (non-
planar) polygonal diagrams[44,48,53] and the works of Föpple 
based on projective geometry.[54] There is a particular extension 
of graphic statics in three dimensions based on a publication by 
Rankine.[45] In this method, which is called 3D graphical statics 
using reciprocal polyhedral diagrams or polyhedral graphic 
statics (PGS), the equilibrium of the forces in a single node is 
represented by a closed polyhedron or a polyhedral cell with 
planar faces (Figure  2b).[55–58] PGS allows design and explora-
tion of spatial funicular polyhedral systems which are not fea-
sible using the conventional methods of graphic statics. The 
authors of this paper explore here a potential application of this 
method in the design of cellular solids.

The geometry of funicular structures can be found using 
form finding methods based on two important theoretical 
assumptions: 1) Designed and the real boundary conditions 
should match (including the external loads and the supports’ 
locations). Accordingly, a large-scale load-bearing structure, 
which is designed using these techniques, is stretching-/com-
pression-dominated, only under the specific designed loads 
and boundary conditions. It is worth mentioning that contrary 
to the large-scale structures, for a micro-scale cellular material, 
being stretching-dominated is generally an intrinsic property 
that is independent of boundary conditions or external load-
ings. 2) Construction materials commonly have a very large 
modulus of elasticity (and often a very small Poisson’s ratio). 
These assumptions assure that bending or transverse deflec-
tions under the given loading conditions are negligible. If the 
cross sections of the members of the designed structure are 
proportional to the magnitude of their force given by the force 
diagram, the resulting system would be a constant-stress struc-
ture.[58] Without loosing generality, these assumptions can also 
be used for designing small-scale strut cellular materials where 
the boundary and loading conditions are periodic.

This paper investigates the application of geometry-based 
structural form-finding technique as a topological-based 
method for designing strut-based cellular and shellular solids. 
Initially, the paper introduces the geometry-based struc-

tural form-finding technique as an alternative method for 
designing cellular solids and clarifies the relationship between 
the geometry, topology, and the flow of force in such system. 
A methodology is then put forward to devise the unit-cell of 
strut-based cellular and novel shellular materials by designing 
the topology and geometry of the force diagram, which is fol-
lowed by further elaboration on controlling the boundary con-
ditions including the directions and locations of the applied 
loads and supports. The paper concludes by investigating the 
effects of various materialization techniques on the linear 
elastic mechanical performances of a range of designed and 
devised cellular structures using numerical homogenization 
and experimental compression tests performed on the samples 
3D printed by digital light processing (DLP).

2. Methodology

In this section, after explaining the geometric principles of 
equilibrium (Section 2.1), the authors introduce the methods of 
polyhedral graphic statics (PGS) for the design of cellular solids 
by designing the force distribution’s topology (Sections  2.2 
and 2.3). Afterward, in Section  2.7, the material properties of 
a family of cellular materials designed by this method will be 
evaluated using a multi-scale modeling technique.

2.1. Reciprocal Diagrams, Geometric Principles of Equilibrium, 
and Related Design Methodology

Following William Rankine’s work on the relationship between 
the equilibrium of polyhedral frames and closed force poly-
hedra,[45] Maxwell formulated the geometrical and topological 
dependencies of a frame and its forces using a pair of reciprocal 
diagrams.[44] These form and force diagrams are the basis of the 
2D and 3D graphic statics methods that have been evolved as 
architectural and structural design tools.[44,46–48]

2.1.1. 2D Reciprocal Diagrams

The form and force diagrams in 2D graphic statics (2DGS) 
consist of vertices, edges, and polygonal faces. The number of 
vertices vi, edges ei, and faces fi in the form diagram is equal 
to the number of faces †f i , edges †ei , and vertices †vi  in the 
force diagram, respectively (Figure 2a). Each edge of the force 
diagram †ei  is perpendicular (or parallel depending on the 
convention) to the corresponding edge ei in the the form dia-
gram. In this article, the edges of the force diagram are per-
pendicular to their corresponding edges in the form diagram. 
Moreover, the edges converging to a vertex vi in the form dia-
gram construct a closed polygonal face †f i  in the force dia-
gram.[44] The length of each edge | |†ei  in the force diagram 
represents the magnitude of the force in the reciprocal edge 
ei of the form diagram (Figure 2a).[44,45] Each closed polygon 
in the force diagram shows the static equilibrium of its recip-
rocal node in the form diagram. Furthermore, if a force dia-
gram consists of closed and convex polygons, then there exists 
a reciprocal form diagram that is either compression-only  
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Figure 2. Reciprocal diagrams along with their topological elements in 2D (a) and 3D (b), the process of generating a truss cellular unit cell in PGS 
via internal subdivision of the force diagram (c–f), the process of approximating an anticlastic surface in PGS (g–j), and the process of identifying the 
labyrinths and generating the force diagram of a shellular funicular structure (k–q, for the reciprocal form diagrams of these force diagrams, please 
observe Figure 3b,c).
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or tension-only system depending on the direction of the 
applied loads.[44]

Let us assume a system of co-planar intersecting bars 
(e.g., ei) connected to the vertex vi, as rope segments in ten-
sion (Figure  2a, Γ). To find the magnitude of the the force in 
each segment and showing the equilibrium of the system, a 
reciprocal force polygon can be constructed by drawing lines 
perpendicular to the ropes (Figure  2a, Γ†). If so, the length 
of each edge vector of the force diagram | |†

iee  represents the 
magnitude of the force ei

ff  in the edge ei of the form diagram 
(Figure  2a).[44,45] In this example, a force diagram with 3 ver-
tices, 1 face, and 3 edges, is reciprocal to a form diagram with  
3 faces, 1 vertex, and 3 edges, respectively. It should be noted 
that both form and force diagrams in Maxwell’s definition con-
sist of closed polygonal faces that represent the reciprocal rela-
tionship and the equilibrium of forces in a self-stressed systems 
with no externally applied load. In this paper, we use a modified 
definition in which the external faces of the the form diagram 
are open. As depicted in Figure 2a, the form diagram includes 
open external faces. This definition allows the inclusion of the 
external loads in the form diagram.[57]

2.1.2. Polyhedral (3D) Reciprocal Diagrams

Aside from the vector-based extensions of graphic statics in 
3D,[48,54,59,60] there is an extension based on reciprocal poly-
hedral diagrams proposed by Rankine[45] and Maxwell,[44] which 
has been recently clarified and utilized for the design of spatial 
funicular polyhedral systems.[57,58,61,62] In this paper, this exten-
sion is used as an alternative method for designing cellular 
solids. As the static equilibrium of a single node in 2D can be 
geometrically represented by a closed polygon constituting the 
force diagram (Figure  2a), the static equilibrium of a node in 
3D can be represented by a closed force polyhedron with planar 
faces (Figure  2b).[63] If the forces | |e j

ff  applied to a node vj in 
space are perpendicular and proportional to the areas of the 
faces †f j  of a closed polyhedron, then the summation of the 
forces will become zero and the node will be in static equilib-
rium. This property can be proved using Stokes theorem.[55,64] 
The node and the applied loads represent the form diagram, 
while the closed polyhedron represents the force diagram 
(Figure  2b). Note that in this article, all the elements of the 
force diagram have been marked with the † sign. Therefore, 
the magnitude and the distribution of the forces in the mem-
bers of the form can be visualized by adding thickness to each 
member of the form diagram proportional to the area of the 
corresponding face in the force diagram (Figure 2c–f).

The reciprocal polyhedral diagrams are topologically dual 
and geometrically perpendicular.[65] Each diagram consists of 
vertices, edges, faces, and cells. Each edge, vertex, cell, and face 
in the form diagram (ej, vj, cj, fj), respectively, corresponding to 
one and only one face, cell, vertex, and edge ( , , ,† † † †f c v ej j j j ) of 
the other diagram (Figure  2b). All faces in both diagrams are 
planar and all edges ej are perpendicular to their dual faces †f j

. Each polyhedron in the system is a proper cell decomposition 
of space, that is, the cells have disjoint interiors, and every face 
of one cell is a complete face of another cell.[57] The direction 
of the force e j

ff  in the form diagram follows the direction of 

the normal of the corresponding face †
jnn  in the force diagram 

(Figure 2b). Such structural forms carry the forces in the form 
of axial forces either pure tension or pure compression where 
the direction of the internal force is perpendicular to the cross 
section of the element. In addition, the equilibrium of a system 
that is in pure tension or pure compression can be represented 
by a force diagram consisting of closed convex polyhedral cells.

2.1.3. Constructing Reciprocal Diagrams

Reciprocal polyhedrons of PGS can be constructed either by using 
iterative methods[65] or algebraic methods.[66,67] Currently, there 
exist free software packages including PolyFrame,[68] 3D Graphic 
Static,[69] and a computational framework COMPAS,[70] which are 
based on iterative methods and are available for designers and 
researchers. They receive a group of boundary representation sur-
faces (B-rep) as an input and iteratively construct the dual dia-
gram with edges perpendicular to the faces of the input within 
a certain predefined tolerance. The algebraic method, on the 
other hand, constructs these reciprocal polyhedrons in a single 
step by solving a system of equations around the faces of the dual 
diagram.[71,72] Currently, there is no design software available for 
users based on the algebraic methods. In this paper, we will use 
PolyFrame[68] for the construction of the reciprocal diagrams.

2.1.4. Nodal and Global Equilibrium in PGS

The reciprocal polyhedrons are at the core of the methods of 
polyhedral graphic statics. Since a single closed convex force 
polyhedron represents the equilibrium of a single node (under 
pure compression or tension) in 3D (Figure  2c), a subdivision 
of a closed convex polyhedral cell in a force diagram into mul-
tiple closed convex polyhedral cells can then represent the equi-
librium of a group of nodes, forming a spatial structural system 
(Figure 2d).[65,73] Figure 2c,d shows the subdivision of a cube as a 
force diagram of a single node in equilibrium, to 12 tetrahedrons 
as a force diagram of a group of connected nodes in equilib-
rium. The external faces of the force diagram construct a larger 
polyhedron encompassing all the smaller polyhedral cells. This 
external polyhedron corresponds to the global equilibrium of the 
forces in the dual/reciprocal form diagram and is called global 
force polyhedron or cell. All internal polyhedral cells in the force 
diagram represent the equilibrium of the internal forces in each 
node of the form diagram and are referred to as the nodal force 
polyhedron. Thus, the global force polyhedron represents the 
direction and the magnitude of the reaction forces at supports 
and externally applied loads regardless of the internal topology 
of the form for a given boundary condition (Figure 2c–f).[57]

2.2. Subdividing the Force Diagram as a Method of Design

Subdividing the global force polyhedron is a design technique 
to create various funicular forms for a given boundary condi-
tion. In this approach, the external polyhedron, representing 
the global equilibrium, is subdivided into smaller convex poly-
hedral cells using various subdivision schemes.[64,74] Figure  2 
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shows two examples of a single node and their force polyhe-
dron that can be transformed into topologically different spa-
tial configurations without changing the global equilibrium. 
Figure 2c shows a single node and its cubic force polyhedron. 
In each step, the internal and external faces of the global force 
polyhedron are divided into smaller convex polyhedral cells 
(Figure 2d–f). Note that the summation of the areas of the faces 
of the external polyhedron remains constant in all steps. Thus, 
the global equilibrium does not change for all the configura-
tions. The same procedures are used for the Figure 2g–j where 
subdividing the global force polyhedron in each step transforms 
a single node with a tetrahedron force diagram into a discrete 
surface with an anticlastic curvature (i.e., G  = k1  × k2  < 0, in 
which k1 and k2 are the surface’s principal curvatures).

2.3. Designing Low-Density Cellular Materials by Subdividing A 
Polyhedral Force Diagram

The methods of PGS can be applied in the design of a force 
diagram, reciprocal to the geometry of the periodic unit cell of 
cellular materials. This approach provides a new route for con-
trolling the the topology of the cellular architectures. Various 
subdivisions of a force diagram result in a variety of topolog-
ically-different structural forms for a given boundary condi-
tion.[64] In this section, we explain two methods of subdivision 
to generate strut-based cellular and shell-based cellular (shel-
lular) unit cells using PGS. These techniques result in triply 
periodic compression-only (or tension-only) cellular materials 
for a predefined cubic boundary condition (i.e., ±x, ±y, and ±z).

2.4. Designing Strut-Based Cellular Funicular Unit Cells

The design of a unit cell of a triply periodic cellular material 
starts with a global force polyhedron that can be aggregated 
in three directions in a 3D space (Figure 1a–d). A simple cube 
with 6 faces can be chosen as the global force polyhedron of 
a unit cell with 6 applied and reaction forces (Figure 2c). Dif-
ferent types of subdivisions of a force diagram allow to develop 
a wide range of strut-based cellular unit cells. For instance in 
Figure  2c–f, the external face †f i  in the force diagram Γ† is 
reciprocal to the external load fi in the form diagram Γ, and 
the area of the face †A fi

 equals to the magnitude of the force 
|fi|. In Figure  2d, the face †f i  is divided into two faces where 
the force ,1

†f i , for instance, corresponds to an external load fi, 1  
( ff ff= =| | 2 | |,1 †Ai i f i

). It should be mentioned that with each 
subdivision of the external faces, the internal space is also 
subdivided by connecting the external faces to the centroid of 
the initial cell. This procedure assures that in every step the 
internal cells stay closed and convex. Figure 2d,e,f shows recur-
sive subdivision processes, which result in 12, 24, and 48 tetra-
hedrons. The resulting form diagram is a pin-jointed network 
representing the force-flow in a tension-only or compression- 
only system. This system can be materialized by adding thick-
ness to the edges of the network to construct a strut-based  
cellular architecture, as shown in Figure 1a,b. Adding thickness 
to the faces of the form results in a polyhedron-based cellular 
solid as shown in Figure  1e,f. Both results can be aggregated 

in three directions to create a cellular material. Under com-
pression, the structural performance of the low-density strut-
based cellular materials designed using this approach can also 
rely on the buckling performance of the struts. Increasing the 
number of subdivisions while keeping the volume constant, 
results in shorter edges with a lower magnitude of internal 
force, reducing the slenderness ratio of the struts (after materi-
alization), and increasing the maximum buckling capacity.[56,75] 
Using particular design techniques, the members can become 
extremely small, translating the cellular form to a shell-based 
cellular architecture.

2.5. Designing Shell-Based Cellular Funicular (Shellular)

Shellulars are ultra-low density materials composed of a single, 
continuous, smooth-curved shell (Figure 1i–l).[3] Increasing the 
number of subdivisions in the force diagram results in a form 
diagram with shorter edges (Figure 2g–j). The subdivision pro-
cess can be designed such that the lengths of the edges of the 
form diagram become extremely small (Figure 2j). These short 
members may approximate a discrete spatial shell. There are 
particular methods of subdivisions (e.g, anticlastic subdivision, 
Section  2.5.1) in PGS resulting in a polyhedral surface geom-
etry with synclastic or anticlastic properties.[74,76]

2.5.1. Anticlastic Geometries in PGS

In a discrete anticlastic surface as a pin-jointed network, at each 
node (called anticlastic node), two edges are curved upwards 
(hanging) and two are curved downward (standing), corre-
sponding to an anticlastic curvature at that node. Similarly, in 
Figure 2g, a tetrahedron as a global force polyhedron is reciprocal 
to a node with four applied loads, two upward and two downward 
(form diagram). In fact, subdividing this tetrahedron in multiple 
steps gives global force polyhedrons for discrete anticlastic sur-
faces as shown in Figure 2g–j. Note that the subdivision trans-
forms the anticlastic node to a discrete anticlastic surface. In this 
example, the force diagram has two skew edges, †li , red, and †li′ ,  
black, that can be subdivided recursively to make smaller tetra-
hedrons. In this process, the skew edges †li  and †li′  are divided 
into an equal number of segments such that each segment of 
the former will make a tetrahedron with its associated segment 
in the latter (Figure 2h).[76] The form diagram as a result of this 
subdivision is a polyhedral surface with an anticlastic curvature.

Further subdivision of those edges results in a smoother 
surface as a form diagram (Figure  2i,j). This particular type 
of subdivision is named anticlastic subdivision. In this type of 
subdivision, the nodal polyhedral cells are tetrahedrons. This 
results in a reciprocal, valency-four vertices (e.g., v1) in the form 
diagram (Figure 2i). Vertex v1 is connected to two hanging and 
two standing edges, establishing a negative Gaussian curvature. 
The resulting anticlastic surface of Figure 2g–j is only subjected 
to the applied loads in its boundaries. As shown in Figure 2j, 
the curvature axes in an anticlastic surface, li and li′ , are par-
allel to the subdivision axes in the reciprocal force diagram †li  
and †li′ . These axes are referred as labyrinths in the design of 
shellular materials.
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2.5.2. The Role of Labyrinths in Designing and Controlling  
the Geometry of Shellular Materials

An anticlastic surface geometry of Figure  2j divides the 3D 
space into two subspaces (top and bottom) separated by the 
shell geometry. These subspaces can also be identified by their 
curvature axes li and li′ . In fact, these axes may represent the 
connectivity graph of these subspaces in complex shellular 
geometries that are often referred as labyrinths.[77,78] In this 
paper, these labyrinths have been marked with red and black 
colors (e.g., Figure 3). The labyrinths in anticlastic geometries 
are two intertwined graphs whose edges are always in a skew 
position with each other. The two labyrinths interpenetrate each 
other while the anticlastic surface is in between (Figure  2j). 
The geometry of the surface changes when the angle of these 
labyrinths changes.[77] Interestingly, the labyrinths in the form 
and force diagrams of PGS are related as follows (Figure 2g–j):  
a) the labyrinth li of the form is parallel to the †li  of the force 
diagram; and b) the labyrinth li is the axis of curvature in the 
form diagram while its parallel labyrinth in the force diagram is 
the subdivision’s axis. The topology of an anticlastic surface can 
be described by its labyrinths.[77] In fact, a force diagram can be 
subdivided following the geometry and topology of prescribed 
labyrinths; a reciprocal compression-only or tension-only anti-
clastic shell can be constructed, for a designed loading condi-
tion, using the methods of PGS.

2.5.3. The Labyrinths’ Design Principles

In order to properly design the labyrinths’ sets in PGS, certain 
geometrical and topological requirements should be satisfied. 
These requirements define the labyrinths’ design principles 
and are as follows:

1) Tetrahedralization: Each pair of labyrinths’ edges in the force 
diagram should form a tetrahedron in between, correspond-
ing to a node with an anticlastic curvature in the form dia-
gram. Applying an anticlastic subdivision to the tetrahedron 
transforms it to multiple tetrahedrons, converting the node 
to a polyhedral surface with anticlastic curvature in the form 
diagram (Figure 2g–j). This polyhedral surface only includes 
valency-4, anticlastic nodes. Therefore, in order to design a 
discrete shellular architecture, one needs to decompose the 
force polyhedron (global force polyhedron) into proper non-
overlapping tetrahedra (e.g., Figure 3b).

2) Skew labyrinths: Each force diagram corresponding to a 
shellular architecture contains two sets of labyrinths. After 
subdividing the force diagram to a group of tetrahedra, each 
tetrahedron only includes one labyrinth edge from each set 
in a skew position to the other. For instance, in Figure 3b, ,1

†li  
from the first set (red) and ,1

†li′  from the second set (black) are 
in a skew position to each other.

3) Labyrinths’ continuity: In a subdivided force diagram, each 
labyrinth edge in a tetrahedron can only be connected to the 
labyrinth’ edges from the same set in the neighboring tet-
rahedral cell (Figure 3b–e). This assures that the surface in 
between the labyrinths’ sets in the form diagram divides the 
space into two sub-spaces sharing the surface in between.

2.5.4. Translating a Strut-Based Cellular to a Shellular Funicular 
Unit Cell

Section  2.4 described the process of designing a strut-based 
cellular funicular unit cell in PGS. For designing a shellular 
funicular unit cell, one can design a cellular version and trans-
late it to the shellular counterpart in PGS (Figure  2k–q). This 
process starts with a cuboid force diagram which is possible to 
aggregate in three directions (Figure  2k). In the simplest ver-
sion, each cube as a force diagram corresponds to one node 
with six external forces as the form diagram (Figure  3a). The 
process of translating this cube into the force diagram of a shel-
lular funicular unit cell includes three steps: tetrahedralization, 
identifying the labyrinth’s edges, and applying the anticlastic 
subdivision.

1) Tetrahedralization: To result in a unit cell with an anticlas-
tic geometry that only includes valency-four vertices (Sec-
tion 2.5.1), one needs to decompose the cube (force diagram) 
into non-overlapping tetrahedra or tetrahedralize the cube.[79] 
There are infinite possibilities to tetrahedralize a cube, but 
the simpler solutions are the ones that start from the verti-
ces and the edges of the cube.[80] For instance, in this exam-
ple (Figure 2l), by connecting the vertex v1 to the vertices v3, 
v6, v7, and v8 and connecting the vertex v7 to the vertices v2, 
v4, and v5, one can decompose a cube into six tetrahedrons 
(Figure 2m). The dual structure that is constructed from this 
force diagram is a network of six connected vertices with  
12 external forces in equilibrium (Figure 3b). It is worth men-
tioning that different tetrahedralization results in different 
force diagrams, form diagrams, labyrinths’ sets, and subse-
quently, different geometry of shellular funicular unit cells.[81]

2) Identifying the labyrinths’ edges: From each of these tetrahe-
drons, one can select two skew edges in order to create two 
intertwined labyrinths’ graphs that are separated from each 
other. After starting from a tetrahedron ,1

†ci  and highlighting 
its skew labyrinths’ edges ,1

†li  and ,2
†li  (Figure  2n), the laby-

rinths’ edges of the neighbor cell ,2
†ci  will be highlighted based 

on its shared labyrinth’s edge ,1
†li  with cell ,1

†ci  (Figure 2o). This 
process continues until all the cells are parsed and their laby-
rinth edges are determined (Figure 2p). In this process, each 
labyrinth’s graph remains continuous and does not touch its 
pair graph (Section 2.5.3). Since one can choose three differ-
ent pairs of labyrinth edges in each tetrahedron, this method 
may result in three geometrically different labyrinths’ graphs. 
Further information in this regard has been explained in Sec-
tions S2.1 and S2.2, Supporting Information.

3) Applying the anticlastic subdivision: After identifying the 
labyrinths in the tetrahedralized force diagram, one may ap-
ply the anticlastic subdivision (Section  2.5.1) between each 
pair of labyrinths’ edges in each tetrahedron to result in a 
smoother version of the form diagram (Figures 2q and 3c). 
Increasing the the level of anticlastic subdivision in each tet-
rahedron results in a smoother form diagram with higher 
resolution (Section 2.5.1).

This process results in the force diagram corresponding 
to a patch of Schwarz P surface (Figure  3d,e). In fact, each 
well-known minimal surface includes two sets of labyrinths 
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Figure 3. a–f) The process of approximating a compression-only unit cell of the Schwarz’s P surface, g) approximation of Schwarz’s W unit cell,  
h) a Schwarz P-Gyroid hybrid unit cell (Section S2, Supporting Information), and i–n) different examples of P-W hybrid unit cells designed in PGS.
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that can be used to approximate its geometry. By changing 
the level of the anticlastic subdivision, one can control the 
resolution of the well-known minimal surface, from a strut-
based cellular to a shell-based cellular (shellular) unit cell  
(Section 2.5.5). Figure 3g–l depicts different examples of shel-
lular funicular unit cells that have been designed with this 
method. In each example, the tetrahedralization of the 1/8 sec-
tion of a force diagram along with the force and the form dia-
gram of a shellular funicular unit cell have been shown. The 
form-finding flowchart of this process, along with the visual 
representation of the workflow have been depicted in Section 
S2.3, Supporting Information.

2.5.5. Approximating Well-Known Minimal Surfaces Using PGS

This section explains the main steps for approximating the 
geometry of a Schwarz P unit cell as a well-known minimal 
surface in PGS (Figure  3a–f). In order to approximate the 
force diagram of a well-known minimal surface in PGS, one 
needs to superimpose its labyrinths to a cube, tetrahedralize 
the cube based on the labyrinths, and finally add the anticlastic 
subdivision.

1) As mentioned before (Sections 2.4 and 2.5.4), the global force 
polyhedron corresponding to a repeatable unit cell in three 
directions is a cube.

2) According to the literature, Schwarz P’s labyrinths consist 
of two sets of 3D graphs, one as a cubic wire-frame with  
12 edges and the other as six intersecting edges perpendicu-
lar to each other (Figure 3e).[82]

3) As the labyrinths in the form diagram play the role of the 
subdivision axes in the force diagram, to design the force dia-
gram, one needs to superimpose the labyrinths’ graphs on 
the cubic force diagram.

4) Owing to the reflection symmetries in the geometry of the 
Schwarz P unit cell, the design process can be simplified by 
designing 1/8 section of the unit cell, comprising two laby-
rinths’ sets with three edges perpendicular to each other  
(e.g., ,1

†li′ ), and in skew positions to their peer (e.g., ,1
†li′ ) in the 

second set (Figure 3b).
5) In the force diagram, each labyrinth’s edge ,1

†li′  from the 
first labyrinths’ set is in a skew position with two labyrinth 
edges, ,1

†li′  and ,2
†li′ , in the second set (Figure 3b). Forming a 

tetrahedron cell between each pair of skew labyrinth edges 
subdivides the global force polyhedron to six tetrahedrons, 
each corresponding to a node (e.g., vj) connected to two edges 
and two external forces in the form diagram (Figure 3b) (the 
tetrahedralization of a force diagram based on the existing 
labyrinth graphs have been explicitly explained in Section S3, 
Supporting Information).

6) As explained in Section 2.5.1, applying the anticlastic subdivi-
sion to each tetrahedron (similar to Figure 2g–j) subdivides 
the current force diagram to 216 tetrahedrons, corresponding 
to a semi-smooth polyhedral surface with anticlastic curva-
ture, as a form diagram (Figure 3c).

7) Adding thickness to the faces of the form diagram propor-
tional to the area of the average of the corresponding faces 
in the force diagram (Figure 3d) materializes the network to 

a shellular funicular geometry. This geometry approximates 
1/8 section of the Schwarz P cell.

8. Due to the reflection symmetry of the Schwarz P, mirror-
ing the geometry of the force diagram about the x, y, and 
z coordinate planes, results in a reciprocal form diagram, 
approximating a Schwarz P unit cell as a compression-only 
anticlastic shell (Figure 3e).

9. Capitalizing the explicit correlation between the geometry 
of the labyrinths and the reciprocal diagrams, manipulating 
the former’s geometry results in changing the geometry of 
the latter. Figure 3f shows deformation of the Schwarz P unit 
cell by manipulating the labyrinths’ geometries toward a new 
unit cell that is designed for a different boundary condition.

Repeating these steps for new sets of labyrinths enables 
designers to approximate other well-known minimal surfaces’ 
unit cell in PGS such as Schwarz W (Section S3.2, Supporting 
Information). The angle between each pair of labyrinths, the 
length of each edge in a labyrinth set, the distance between 
a labyrinth’s edge and its pair, and the valence of each vertex 
of a labyrinth’s graph (the number of edges connected to 
the vertex) are the main parameters affecting the geom-
etry of the labyrinths’ graphs and subsequently the resulting 
shellular architecture.

2.5.6. Designing a P-G Hybrid Shellular Funicular Unit Cell

This section explains the design process of a hybrid shellular 
funicular unit cell in PGS. This model results from the com-
bination of the labyrinths’ sets of the Gyroid’s surface (mapped 
to a cube) and the symmetry of the Schwarz’s P surface 
(Figure 3m–r).

1) Identifying the Gyroid’s patch’s labyrinths: Since this 
method intends to apply the symmetry of the Schwarz’s P 
surface, one needs to start from 1/8 of the Gyroid’s surface  
(Figure 3m), and apply the reflection symmetry. Therefore, 
the design process starts with 1/8 section of the Gyroid’s 
surface (Gyroid’s patch) comprised of two sets of labyrinths. 
Each labyrinth’s set includes three edges and the angle be-
tween each two edges is 120 degrees.

2) Mapping the labyrinths to a cube: As mentioned in  
Section 2.4, a global force polyhedron that can be aggregated 
in three main directions is a cube. To translate this cube to 
the force diagram of a shellular funicular unit cell, one needs 
to make sure the cube is a proper decomposition of non-
overlapping tetrahedra. Generating tetrahedrons between 
labyrinths sets of Gyroid’s patch does not decompose the 
whole cube to tetrahedrons (Figure 3n). Hence, one needs to 
map the labyrinths’ graphs to the cube in a way that all the 
labyrinth’s design principles are satisfied (Figure  3o). This 
process is explained explicitly in the Section S2, Supporting 
Information. After mapping the labyrinths, a tetrahedron is 
generated between each pair of labyrinth edges. Applying 
an anticlastic subdivision between each pair of labyrinth’s 
edge in each tetrahedrons results in a force diagram corre-
sponding to the form diagram of the Gyroid’s patch which is 
mapped to a cube.
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3) Applying the Schwarz’s P symmetry: Gyroid’s unit cells has 
neither planar nor straight lines symmetries.[83] Therefore, 
applying a reflection symmetry (similar to the Schwarz’s P 
surface) changes the geometry of the unit cell. For apply-
ing a cubic symmetry, after considering three symmetrical 
planes in three directions (plXY, plYZ, and plZX), one can re-
flect the force diagram in three directions to result in the 
new unit cell’s force diagram (Figure  3p,q). The reciprocal 
form diagram of this force diagram is a P-G hybrid unit cell  
(Figure 3r).

2.6. A Family of Cellular Materials Designed in PGS

Figure  4 depicts the form and force diagrams of a group of 
specimens that are designed using the PGS method. It shows 
a range of reciprocal diagrams that are designed based on 
the Schwarz P labyrinths’ geometries. Based on the process 
explained in Section 2.5.5, by increasing the number of subdivi-
sions in the force diagram, one can design a group of structures 
with different resolutions, from strut-based cellular (Figure 4a) 
to shellular funicular structure (Figure  4d). Increasing the 
number of subdivisions leads to decreasing the area of faces in 
the force diagram resulting in a form with less force in each 
member. Figure  4e shows the force and form diagrams of 
a double layer version of the shP-subdiv2 (Figure  4b). Subdi-
viding the cell cj† in shP-subdiv2 to two cells cm, 1† and cm, 2†  
using the face fm† (Figure  4e) converts each vertex vj in  
shP-subdiv2 to two vertex vm, 1 and vm, 2 connecting with an 
edge em in shP-offset. It is worth mentioning that the angle of 
the face fm† in the force diagram determines the angle off the 
edge em in the form diagram (Figure 4e). Aligning the face fm† 
perpendicular to the axis lm† in the force diagram assures us 
that the edges connecting the two layers (e.g., em) are somehow 
perpendicular to each layer in the form diagram. The last 
specimen (Figure  4f) depicts the force and form diagrams of 

a hybrid model which is designed based on combining the 
labyrinth sets’ geometry of the Schwarz P and gyroid surfaces  
(Section S2, Supporting Information).

2.7. Multi-Scale Modeling for Evaluating Material Properties of 
Cellular Architectures

2.7.1. CAD Modeling

To materialize the designed truss-like cellular architectures, joint 
locations together with the diameters of the struts connecting 
each two joints are saved in a text format and later read by a Solid-
Works macro to create all the struts and merge them, producing 
a unit cell of the corresponding cellular material. As it will be dis-
cussed in the results and discussion section, in addition to cylin-
drical struts, double cone struts (Figure 7a) with D/d = 4 are also 
considered to further tune the cells’ mechanical properties. Con-
sidering that connected struts at one joint generally do not lie on a 
plane and their diameters can vary, struts are modeled with spher-
ical end caps to prevent undesirable holes, cavities, and abnormal 
joint topologies (Figure S9, Supporting Information). This not 
only resembles the physical attachment of struts (as compared 
to the simplified frictionless joints with no moment resistance 
assumed in previous sections), but also facilitates discretization of 
the cellular materials in the numerical simulations.

The designed shellular architectures are also realized by 
adding thickness to either sides of the middle surface created 
by patching the network of the struts’ center lines. Smooth P 
and G shellulars based on the trigonometric level set equations:

: cos cos cos 0
: cos sin cos sin cos sin 0

P x y z
G x y y z z x

+ + =
+ + =

 (1)

are modeled in SolidWorks by first creating a subset of the sur-
face using boundary curves and several points or curves that 

Figure 4. Form and force diagrams of a group of specimens that are designed using PGS and are mechanically analyzed in Section 2.7.
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satisfy the corresponding equation and exploiting their inherent 
symmetries to construct the mid-surfaces of the unit cell. To 
ensure the periodicity of the RVEs, merged 2 × 2 × 2 pattern of 
the unit cell’s mid-surface is then thickened and subsequently 
cut into the cubic RVE.

2.7.2. Numerical Homogenization

Detailed modeling and numerical analysis of cellular mate-
rials and structures comprising many unit cells are arguably 
complex and computationally expensive. Numerical homog-
enization provides a tool to replace a heterogeneous cellular 
architecture by a homogeneous solid medium with matching 
effective properties, thus significantly reducing the complexity 
and the computational cost of a detailed numerical analysis. 
Homogenization techniques have recently been used to 
evaluate mechanical,[84] thermal,[18] and electromechanical[85] 
properties of architected cellular solids. Replacing a periodic 
heterogeneous cellular architecture with an equivalent homoge-
neous base material requires the existence of several unit cells 
throughout the cellular materials to ensure the periodicity of 
stress and strain fields along the neighboring cells.[86–88] Under 
this assumption, it is possible to acquire the effective mechan-
ical properties of cellular architectures using the standard 
mechanics homogenization technique applied to a representa-
tive volume element (RVE) under periodic boundary conditions 
(PBC). While loading on the RVE can be either in the stress 
or strain form, herein six independent strain loading cases 
(i.e., [ , , , , , ]j

xx
j
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j
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j

xy
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in which, superscripts represent the loading case number, 
ux, uy, and uz are the components of the nodal displacement 
vector; Γ+ and Γ− identify the positive and negative RVE faces 
that contain the boundary nodes (Figure S12, Supporting Infor-
mation); and Li represents the dimension of the cuboid RVE 
along x, y, or z direction. Additionally, zero displacement is 
imposed on an arbitrarily selected node to avoid rigid body 
motion. Under each loading case, volumetric averages of the 
resultant stresses over the elements constituting the RVE (i.e., 

[ , , , , , ]j
xx
j

yy
j

zz
j

xy
j

yz
j

xz
jσ σ σ σ σ σ σ= ) are used to construct rows 

of the 6 × 6 linear elastic stiffness matrix C of the equivalent 
homogenized material using:

∫σ… = = …( , )
1

1,2, ,6
RVE

RVEC j
V

dV jj  (3)

Effective Young’s and shear moduli and Poisson’s ratios  
( ,E G, and ν , respectively) are then calculated from the C matrix. 
To focus solely on the role of cell architecture and exclude the 

contribution of the underlying linear elastic solid material, the 
two moduli are normalized by the Young’s modulus of the base 
solid material (Es). More details about the standard mechanics 
homogenization can be found in ref. [86].

Numerical finite element analysis in this article is carried out 
using Ansys simulation software. Quadratic mesh elements, 
with at least two elements through the thickness of struts/
shells, are used to ensure the accuracy of the computational 
results and to reduce the number of trials for the mesh sen-
sitivity analyses. Additionally, deformations are assumed small 
and buckling or nonlinearities are not considered.

3. Results and Discussion

In this section, effective mechanical properties of the materi-
alized periodic architectures, designed based on the method 
introduced in Sections  2.5.5 and 2.5.6, are investigated to 
evaluate their linear elastic performances and to discuss the 
potentials of this novel design methodology for engineering 
architected cellular solids. Additionally, cell relative densities ρ  
(defined as Vs/VRVE where Vs and VRVE denote the volume of 
the solid material in the unit cell and the volume of the RVE, 
respectively) are confined to 0.01 to 0.05 to focus the discussion 
on lightweight architected cellular materials.

3.1. Architected Cellular Materials Mimicking Schwarz P

Having developed a family of truss-like cellular and shellular 
architectures resembling Schwarz P in Section 2.5.5, their nor-
malized effective Young’s and shear moduli ( /E Es  and /G Es ), 
and Poisson’s ratios (ν ) are examined in Figure 5. Considering 
the inherent cubic rotational symmetries of these mechanically 
orthotropic cellular materials, only ,E Gx xy , and xyν  are reported. 
As shown, mechanical properties of the designed shellular 
based on the subdivision 4, match with those of the level-set 
based P shellular. It is also expected that increasing the sub-
division number shall decrease the differences between the 
two, since the subdivision scheme here acts as structural form 
refinement and controls the smoothness of the shell. Although 
the same trend can be observed for the elastic moduli of the 
truss-like cellular counterparts and the cellular materials get 
stiffer by increasing the subdivision number from 1 to 3, their 
effective mechanical properties cannot reach to those of the P 
shellular as the selected subdivision scheme cannot cover the 
whole surface (no strut can pass through the center of the 
empty central hexagon in Figures S13 and S14, Supporting 
Information). Furthermore, struts are always parallel to one of 
the coordinate planes using this subdivision scheme, hence, 
even with several subdivisions each small polygonal part of the 
cell will never behave as a 2D isotropic material and unlike P 
shellular, the local mechanical response of the mesh-like net-
work is anisotropic throughout the cell. It is possible to reduce 
the in-plane mechanical anisotropy of a polygon by introducing 
diagonal members, referred to as bracings. Similarly, bracings 
can also be added to the discussed empty hexagons. It is worth 
mentioning that these bracings are not part of the original ide-
alized design methodology (which yields the idealized cells that 
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consist of two-force rigid members connected to each other 
by frictionless joints, making up mechanisms with no state of 
self-stress rather than cellular materials), and are being intro-
duced to showcase how reducing the number of inextensional 
mechanisms and increasing the number of states of self-stress 
of the original designed ideal truss can stiffen the cellular mate-
rial counterpart and shift its properties toward those of the P 
shellular (sample study is provided in Section S11, Supporting 
Information).

Considering that introducing the bracings invalidates some 
of the original design considerations including the equal 
stresses in the struts that is used to determine the diameter 
ratios of the constitutive struts, bracings are added while all 
struts and bracings have equal diameters. As presented in 
Figure 5a–c, compared to the original Subdiv2, the new cellular 
material (i.e., Subdiv2 with bracings) is considerably stiffer and 
its effective E, G, and ν are significantly closer to the P shellular.

While Young’s and shear moduli of the three designed strut-
based materials (Subdiv1, 2, and 3) are generally orders of mag-
nitude smaller than those of the P shellular, their bulk moduli 
K are relatively closer to the P shellular (Figure  5d), which 
originates from the assumed triaxial loading as their design 
boundary conditions. In this regard, as discussed before, the 
idealized truss architectures are all mechanisms (hence the 
small E  and G); however, under a periodic triaxial loading, 
they are statically determinate, resulting in high K  values. 
Comparing P shellular with the truss-like architectures without 

bracings at 0.01ρ = , E  of the shellular cell is more than ten 
times greater, however its K  is only about two times greater. 
This good performance of the three subdivision cells under 
triaxial loading can be correlated to their Poisson’s ratios that 
are close to 0.5. Using the relation between K, E, and ν of the 
orthotropic materials with cubic rotational symmetries that 
is given by /[3(1 2 )]K E ν= − , a Poisson’s ratio close to 0.5 cre-
ates a very small denominator which significantly amplifies 
the right-hand-side division and consequently results in a high 
bulk modulus even when Young’s modulus is small. Von Mises 
stress distributions over the materialized RVE of Subdiv1, 2, and 
3 under periodic triaxial strains are presented in Section S12,  
Supporting Information, to show how stresses in a cellular 
material deviate from the idealized design in which struts have 
equal stresses when the RVE is under a triaxial loading. The 
observed stress distributions on different cells at different rela-
tive densities are rationally justified based on their average strut 
slenderness ratios.

An alternative approach in designing the struts of the cel-
lular architectures is to ignore the stress uniformity assumption 
and adopt equal diameters for all struts. Effective mechanical 
properties of the Subdiv1, 2, and 3 with equal strut diameters 
reveal negligible alterations in v  when compared with their 
original subdivision cells. E  and K  of the Subdiv1 variant with 
equal strut diameters both show about 3% decrease, while its 
G exhibits approximately 9% increase with respect to Subdiv1 
designed based on equal strut stresses under triaxial load. While 

Figure 5. Effective mechanical properties of a family of cellular materials resembling Schwarz P. a) Young’s modulus, b) shear modulus, c) Poisson’s 
ratio, and d) bulk modulus. Poisson’s ratio of the base solid material vs = 0.3.
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K  of the Subdiv2 with equal strut diameters shows negligible 
drop, the change in its E  and G are more pronounced, being 
–7% and 11%, respectively. K  of the Subdiv3 variant with equal 
strut diameters also shows negligible drop, while on average its 
E  and G display 9% decrease and 13% increase, respectively. 
The variation in the effective mechanical properties caused by 
changing the strut diameters demonstrates the possibility of 
tuning the architecture for a specific mechanical requirement, 
while the topology is kept constant and only struts diameters 
are altered. Considering that a simple 1D beam model can be 
used to efficiently predict the mechanical behavior of slender 
struts, effective properties of the Subdiv1, 2, and 3, obtained by 
modeling the struts with

1D beam elements, are compared with those presented in 
Figure 5 in Section S13, Supporting Information. Additionally, 
the effect of the base material’s Poisson’s ratio on the homog-
enized linear elastic properties of the strut-based cellular mate-
rials are investigated in Section S14, Supporting Information.

3.2. Architected Hybrid Shellular

To showcase the potentials of the introduced design meth-
odology for developing novel cellular architectures, effective 
linear elastic mechanical properties of a hybrid shellular are 
investigated. As discussed in Section 2.5.6, the P-G hybrid cell 
is designed to have the inherent reflection symmetries of the 

P shellular about the coordinate planes (i.e., x = 0, y = 0, and 
z = 0 planes), while one-eighth of the cell is developed based 
on a deformed subset of the gyroid using shellular funicular 
structures’ method (SHS). Inspiration for developing the hybrid 
architecture comes from the contrast in mechanical perfor-
mances of P and G shellulars, for which when 0.01 ⩽ ρ  ⩽ 0.05, 
the former is highly anisotropic and exhibits greater effective 
shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio (Gii  and vij , respectively, 
when i,j = x,y,z and i ≠ j) while the latter exhibits near isotropy 
and greater Young’s modulus (Eii  when i = x,y,z). Mechanical 
anisotropy of the discussed shellulars is quantified using 
Zenner ratio α = E /[2G (1 + v )].
Figure  6 compares E , G , and v  of the three shellulars. 

As presented, compared to the P shellular, the P-G hybrid 
shellular shows a significantly lower level of anisotropy (as 
its Zenner ratio is closer to 1), while outperforming its stiff-
ness. This, however, comes at the price of having smaller 
G . On the other hand, the effective mechanical properties 
of the P-G hybrid shellular are evidently outperformed by  
the G shellular, which is believed to be partially caused by the  
imposed form deformation on the gyroid’s subset during the 
design phase, which in turn alters stress distribution and 
the in-plane dominance of shell properties, and potentially 
magnifies out-of-plane deformations. As demonstrated by 
this example, the proposed methodology in this article can 
be used for designing novel cellular architectures with new 
mechanical properties.

Figure 6. Comparing effective mechanical properties of an architected hybrid shellular material with P and G shellulars: a) Young’s modulus, b) shear 
modulus, c) Poisson’s ratio, and d) Zenner anisotropic ratio. Poisson’s ratio of the base solid material vs is assumed 0.3.
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3.3. Double Layer Truss-Like Cells

In previous parts of the discussion section, subdivision termi-
nology is used as a tool to refine the topology of the architec-
ture; however, as it generally refers to subdividing the force and 
form diagrams, it can also account for changing other archi-
tectural characteristics of a cell. As an example, while Subdiv2 
cell has interconnected struts only in one layer, using the pre-
sented procedure in Section  2.6, a novel architecture resem-
bling Subdiv2 with two layers of interconnected struts (denoted 
as Offset cell in Figure  7) are designed to showcase another 
attractive feature of the proposed cellular material design meth-
odology. Effective mechanical properties of these two variants 
of subdivision 2 (respectively named Subdiv2 and offset) are 
compared in Figure 7b. As presented in this figure, E , G, and 
K  of offset cellular material are less than those of Subdiv2, as 
opposed to v . The slightly smaller E  of offset cell is justified 
by the alignments of the struts connecting its two layers, some 
of which bear little to no load while it experiences a uniaxial 
load. In addition, while strut lengths on the two layers of offset 
cell are approximately the same as those of Subdiv2, with the 
increased number of struts the average slenderness ratio λ  is 
significantly increased (for ρ  equal to 0.01 and 0.05, the calcu-
lated λ  are, respectively, 9.7 and 4.2 for offset cell, as compared 
to 5.9 and 2.5 for Subdiv2 cell), reducing the effects of joints 
and making the struts behave more similarly to the two-force 
link assumption used during the design procedure. As a result 
of this increase in the average slenderness ratio, under triaxial 
loading offset cell shows more uniform stress distribution 

compared to Subdiv2 as presented in Figure S14d, Supporting 
Information. The smaller joints and slenderer beams, resulted 
from having higher numbers of struts and joint valencies, 
amplify the mechanism nature of this new architecture, and 
result in a significant reduction in G and a slight increase in v  
(which is already extremely close to 0.5). Furthermore, the close 
K  of Subdiv2 and its offset variant can be justified by entering 
the aforementioned slight increase in v  and the decrease in E  
in their correlation with bulk modulus as K  = E /[3(1-2v )].

As discussed earlier, the designed cellular architectures in 
this section owe their large K  to the triaxial loading condition 
during the architectural design process, under which their 
idealized trusses are statically determinate; while under the 
uniaxial or shear loads, the unstable idealized trusses act as 
mechanisms, leading to their small G . To further increase the 
K /G  ratio of Subdiv2 and offset cellular architectures, cylin-
drical struts are replaced by double cones (Figure  7a) that 
significantly decrease their G  by making the joints smaller 
and reducing their resistance against bending moment. It 
is worth noting that while different criteria (such as equal 
stress, equal diameter or equal slenderness ratio) can be 
implemented to materialize a cell, for cells with either of 
cylindrical or double cone members, diameter ratios between 
different struts are considered to be based on the equal stress 
criterion. Additionally, ratio of the middle to the end diam-
eters of the double cone members D/d (Figure 7a) is consid-
ered to be 4.

The inspiration for using double cone struts comes from 
pentamodal metamaterials, theoretically developed by Milton 

Figure 7. Cylindrical and double cone strut dimensions (a) and comparing effective mechanical properties of Subdiv2, Subdiv2 with double cone struts, 
offset with double cone struts, and pentamode cells: b) Young’s modulus, c) shear modulus, d) Poisson’s ratio, e) bulk modulus, and f) K /G ratio. 
D/d of the double cone struts is 4.
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and Cherkaev,[89] which are difficult to compress but easy to 
flow. This fluid like behavior (i.e., G ≈ 0 and ν ≈ 0.5) is achieved 
by avoiding the coupling of compression and shear waves using 
extremely large K /G.[89–91] Mathematically speaking, five of the 
six diagonal elements of the diagonalized 6×6 elasticity tensor 
of these metamaterials are either zero or really close to zero, 
hence the word “Penta”. Promising potential applications such 
as elastic cloaking devices,[92] shear wave band gap systems,[93] 
and seismic isolation devices[94] are proposed for pentamode 
metamaterials, although their generally small E  might hinder 
their practical utilization.

Effective mechanical properties of a pentamode architec-
ture, originally proposed in,[89] are compared with those of 
Subdiv2 and offset cells, together with their double cone strut 
variants in Figure  7. As presented, while using double cone 
struts is shown to increase v , the three elastic moduli E , G , 
and K  are decreased since the double cone struts exhibit less 
resistance to tensile or bending deformations as compared to 
cylindrical struts with the same volume and length. Addition-
ally, K /G  ratios of the cells with double cone struts are sig-
nificantly increased as intended (Figure  7f ). Comparing the 
pentamode with the double-cone-strut offset cellular archi-
tecture, the latter shows significant improvement in Young’s 
modulus and K /G  ratio (more than three and more two 
times, respectively) while its shear modulus is considerably 
smaller (more than two times). Accordingly, the double-cone-
strut offset cell paves the way toward practical applications of 
metafluid cellular metamaterials by presenting a stiffer alter-
native with K /G  greater than 1000 while its relative density is 
only slightly below 0.01 (at which it is 3.6 times stiffer, while 
its K /G  ratio is about 570, as compared to pentamode with  
K /G  ≈ 190).

4. Additive Manufacturing and Experimentation 
on 3D Printed Cellular Materials

Manufacturability of the designed cellular architectures 
are demonstrated here using digital light processing (DLP) 
3D printing, in which a sample is printed layer by layer by 
exposing a photopolymer resin to UV light.[95] Figure  8a–e 
showcases some of the 3D printed parts using this method. 
While some imperfections, such as rough surface finish, small 
distortions, holes/bubbles, and partial strut connectivity are 
present in 3D printed samples, exploring possible methods to 
reduce these imperfections are beyond the scope of this article. 
Comparing the elastic properties of the as-built 3D printed 
samples, determined by conducting experimental tests and the 
numerical simulation predictions, confirms that the imper-
fections have minimum impact on the elastic performance of 
funicular materials. A single setup with the same settings is 
used for DLP 3D printing and post processing of all samples. 
It is also worth mentioning that no internal support has been 
used for DLP 3D printing since the selected funicular materials 
comprise short and thick struts, and the interconnected struts 
of funicular materials do not allow removal of 3D printing 
support materials.

To investigate the validity of numerically determined homog-
enized Young’s moduli as compared to the experimental data, 
architected cellular samples shall contain plenty of unit cells 
along different directions to minimize the effects of the non-
periodic boundary cells and keep the periodicity assumption 
in homogenization valid. Manufacturing a complex 3D cel-
lular architecture, containing multiple cells and small enough 
for testing, generally demands a highly accurate 3D printing 
technique such as digital light processing. Considering the cell 

Figure 8. 3D printed cellular samples: a) P Shellular, b) Subdiv 2, c) Subdiv 1, d) Subdiv1 with bracing, and e) Subdiv1 with double cone struts. f) 
Comparing the numerically determined normalized effective Young’ modulus E /Es with the experimental results for Subdiv1, Subdiv1 with bracings, 
and Subdiv1 with double cone struts cellular architectures.
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features and limitations imposed by printing size and accuracy, 
variants of Subdiv1 (the cellular architecture with the thickest 
struts among the discussed cells in previous sections), that is, 
Subdiv1, Subdiv1 with bracings, and Subdiv1 with double cone 
struts are selected to minimize the effects of printing deficien-
cies. Subdiv1 cell contains the minimum number of struts; 
therefore, for the same relative density, it possesses the thickest 
cell members. Subdiv1 with double cone struts is made by 
replacing the cylindrical struts of Subdiv1 with double cones 
(Figure 7a) with D/d = 4. To design the Subdiv1 with bracings 
cell, bracings are added to Subdiv1 and equal diameter is used 
for all struts and bracings.

Samples for experimental testing contain 4 × 4 × 4 unit cells 
between two plates at the bottom and top sides (Figure 8a–e), 
with the as-designed cell relative density of 0.05. B9 Core 550 
DLP  machine (B9Creations) is used to 3D print samples out 
of brittle B9R-2-Black Resin (B9Creations). The two plates are 
added to prevent the early failure of the small struts as a result 
of their direct contact with the compression platens. After 3D 
printing, the four samples for each architecture type are washed 
in isopropyl alcohol for 20 min using B9clean unit, to make 
sure the excessive uncured resin is completely removed from 
the surface of the members. Afterward, using the high-intensity 
UV post-curing B9 model cure unit, each sample is cured sepa-
rately under water for 15 min, consisting of two 5 min and two 
150 s curing, each followed by turning the sample to ensure 
uniform post-curing. Details about the cellular models, 3D 
printing, and post-processing are listed in Table 1.

Mechanical compression tests are performed using a 20 kN 
dual column ADMET universal testing machine, under a dis-
placement rate of 5 mm min-1. Engineering stress (force divided 
by the initial 54×54 mm cross section) and engineering strain 
(displacement divided by the initial 54 mm height of the cellular 
section of the samples) are used to calculate effective Young’s 
moduli of the 3D printed cellular materials. As presented in 
Section S14, Supporting Information, the obtained stress–strain 
curves exhibit an initial toe region in which the slope gradually 
increases; an artifact caused by skewed top and bottom plates 
and/or a take-up of loose seating of the specimen. Since this toe 
region does not represent a material property, effective Young’s 
moduli are estimated by the maximum slop of the stress-strain 
curves right after the toe region.

After compression tests, the remaining connected struts are 
removed from the top and bottom plates and as-built densi-
ties of the cellular materials are calculated by subtracting the 
weight of the plates from the initial weights of the samples, 
and dividing the resultant by the volume of the sample’s cel-
lular portion. Dividing the obtained apparent density with the 
density of the base solid material (measured as 1.13 g cm−3) 
yields the relative density of each cellular sample. Although 
the 3D printed samples are based on CAD models of cellular 
solids with ρ  = 0.05, the as-built relative densities are close to 
0.07 and the extra material is not uniformly distributed over the 
cell members, which is the result of noticeable printing defects 
on small struts and features, especially on those further away 
from being perpendicular to the printing bed. Furthermore, 
while corners are sharp inside the CAD model, they are inevi-
tably rounded on the 3D printed parts, adding the weight to the 
sample and reducing the stress concentrations that affects the 
overall mechanical properties compared to the numerical simu-
lation conducted on the as-designed samples.

To measure the Young’s modulus of the 3D printed base 
solid material, dogbone samples are also prepared under the 
similar setup as the 3D printed cellular parts. As presented 
in Section S15, Supporting Information, tensile test coupons 
with different 3D printing alignments: flat, perpendicular, 
and inclined

to the build plate of the 3D printer, are produced to examine 
the effects of printing direction on the material’s stiffness. 
During the preliminary tests, it is observed that the meas-
ured Young’s modulus of the base solid material exhibits 
some degrees of dependency with the time span between the 
curing process and the tensile test. While this can be attrib-
uted to different factors such as room temperature and/or 
humidity, further exposure to UV light or a probable chemical 
reaction with air, probing into this phenomenon is out of the 
scope of this article; hence, to keep the experiments consistent, 
all post processed dogbone and cellular samples are stored 
in the same location for about a week before conducting the 
mechanical tests. Tensile tests are performed using a universal 
testing machine (20 kN dual column ADMET), under the dis-
placement rate of 5 mm min-1. The obtained Young’s moduli, 
defined as the slope of the linear curve fitting through the first 
0.001 strain, show no significant dependency with the printing 
direction and are averaged at 1421 ± 116 MPa as the Young’s 
modulus of the base material (Es).

Figure 8f provides the comparison between the numerically 
obtained normalized effective Young’s moduli E /Es with those 
from the compression tests. Similar to the case of Subdiv2 and 
its variants discussed in the previous sections, the homogeni-
zation results show that using double cone struts significantly 
decreases E  of Subdiv1, whereas introducing bracings reduces 
the DOFs of the underlying mechanism of Subdiv1, making 
it considerably stiffer. Although the experimental results in 
Figure 8f confirm this trend, having only four cells (instead of 
many, as considered in numerical homogenization) along the 
three orthogonal directions, additional top and bottom plates, 
and the defects in the geometries of joints, corners, and struts 
of the 3D printed architectures logically lead to the deviation 
of the experimentally determined Young’s moduli from the 
numerical homogenization predictions. Moreover, with the 

Table 1. Cellular models, 3D printing, and post-processing details.

Cellular sample’s 
overall size

54 × 54 × 56.7 mm (containing 4 × 4 × 4 unit cells and two  
1.35 mm thick plates)

3D printer B9 Core 550 DLP printer (by B9Creations)

Material B9R-2-Black Resin (by B9Creations)

Layer height 50 microns

Cleaning unit B9clean (by B9Creation)

Cleaning material IPA

Cleaning time 20 min

Curing unit B9 model cure (by B9 Creation)

Curing method/
time

Under water at room temperature for 15 min  
(2 × 5 min +2 × 150 s with turning the sample between steps)
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default 3D printing layer thickness of 50 micron for all sam-
ples, decreasing the feature size or strut diameter amplifies the 
aforementioned deviation as a result of limited in-plane preci-
sion of the 3D printer. Accordingly, as presented in Figure 8d, 
Subdiv1 with bracing which not only has thinner struts than 
Subdiv1 but also the additional bracing members have worse 
overhung angles compared to the struts of Subdiv1, shows 
noticeable printing deficiencies in its members, such as stair-
like, non-cylindrical, and partially connected struts (respectively 
highlighted inside the image with 1, 2, and 3). These printing 
defects lead to noticeable deviation of experimental data and 
numerical predictions for the elastic moduli of Subdiv1 with 
bracing, compared to Subdiv1 and Subdiv1 with double cone 
struts. A higher resolution additive manufacturing technique, 
such as two-photon lithography (TPL),[95] can facilitate more 
accurate realization of the as-designed low-density architected 
cellular materials in order to attain closer properties of the as-
built samples and the numerical predictions.

5. Concluding Remarks

This article introduces a novel systematic approach for topo-
logical design of lightweight architected strut- or shell-based 
cellular materials using 3D graphic statics. The proposed meth-
odology provides a synergistic correlation between the internal 
force distribution, geometry, and the external boundary condi-
tions, paving the way toward rational designs of periodic or non-
periodic funicular truss architectures. It is found that successive 
distribution of the internal forces through numerous struts with 
progressively shorter lengths can transform a bending-domi-
nated strut-based funicular structure to a shellular architecture 
with significantly improved mechanical properties. Further-
more, the relations between the underlying labyrinths of the 
form and force diagrams of the shellular structures are used to 
devise unprecedented shell-based architectures, either by gener-
ating new labyrinths or by deforming and/or combining existing 
ones. While one can choose any arbitrary criterion to control 
shape and cross-section of the struts in a funicular architecture, 
here cylindrical struts based on constant stress or diameter as 
well as double-cone struts are adopted to materialize a selected 
set of designed periodic cells. Additionally, introducing bracing 
members to the sub-architecture of a funicular cell is discussed 
as an alternative intermediate step in transforming truss cells 
to shellulars. To investigate the mechanical properties of the 
materialized cellular architectures, standard mechanics homog-
enization is applied on their unit cell under a periodic boundary 
condition and their effective Young’s and shear moduli and Pois-
son’s ratio (E , G, ν , respectively) are numerically determined. 
The wide range of attained effective mechanical properties of 
the selected cellular structures with relative densities lower 
than 0.05 demonstrates the robustness of the proposed design 
methodology and materialization schemes in developing appli-
cation-specific lightweight cellular materials spanning from soft 
and bending-dominated to stiff and stretching-dominated archi-
tected mechanical metamaterials for structural applications. The 
developed methodology can also serve as a framework for devel-
oping novel shellulars with hybrid topologies that present tuned 
mechanical properties with potential applications in engineering 

tissue scaffolds, or for designing pentamode-inspired materials 
with exotic metafluidic behavior for elasto-mechanical unfeela-
bility cloaking. While the paper focuses on designing cell archi-
tectures, effect of choosing different base solid materials on the 
linear elastic mechanical performance of the designed cellular 
architecture is also examined through varying the Poisson’s ratio 
of the isotropic constituent solid material (νs) between 0.01 and 
0.49. Comparing the homogenized properties of strut-based 
cellular architectures with relative densities below 0.05 shows 
a small dependency of the effective moduli on νs, rendering 
their effective linear elastic properties valid for a wide range 
of underlying solid materials. On the other hand, mechanical 
properties of shellulars exhibit higher dependency on νs as a 
result of higher material connectivity. Ultimately, the numeri-
cally obtained mechanical properties are compared with those 
extracted from the compression tests on cellular samples, 3D 
printed by DLP technique. The observed agreement between the 
two further endorses the presented design and materialization 
techniques and highlights the manufacturability of the funicular 
strut-based cellular materials by additive manufacturing, shed-
ding light on the real-life multifunctional applications of effi-
ciently designed funicular cellular and shellular materials.
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